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This collection of previously released episodes will introduce new listeners to the characters and the

early days of Adventures in Odyssey at a special low price! Each volume features three exciting,

action-packed stories. Bible stories, character-building adventures, and historical events are all fair

game for object lessons in living. Collect them all!
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This collection of previously released episodes will introduce new listeners to the characters and the

early days of Adventures in Odyssey at a special low price! Each volume features three exciting,

action-packed stories. Bible stories, character-building adventures, and historical events are all fair

game for object lessons in living. Collect them all!

my 10 year old has been listening to these for a few years now. she has listened to them so much,

sometimes i'll catch her speaking along for several minutes! these cds teach such great lessons,

too. if your child loves listening to audio books/etc and you want them to have positive

stories/lessons going in there minds, then i suggest these cds!

These are amazing and something I think every parent should have their kids listen to. Good for the



parents too! We listen to them in the car and it is all my 6 year old ever wants to listen to.

Since there isn't a description about what this CD is about, I thought I'd share what was written on

the back of the CD."Do you have a best friend? If so, you have one of the greatest treasures in the

world! If your friendships could use a little fine-tuning, why not stop by Whit's End? Listen in and

learn how to be a best friend to someone who may need somebody like you! Episode 1: Room

Mates (a lesson in getting along), Episode 2: The Good, the Bad, and Butch (a lesson in friendship),

and Episode 3: It Is Well (a lesson in perseverance)."My kiddos like to listen to these CD's before

bedtime and when they're getting ready for school in the morning.

You can never go wrong getting Odyssey in your home.

If you are looking for a great way to keep kids of all ages entertained this is it. Adventures in

Odyssey CD's are fun for kids while teaching great lessons. Kids can listen to these over and over

and they are especially great for car trips. Probably best for 6-12 year olds.

good

Our 4-year-old and 6-year-old love all the adventures in Odyssey Life Lessons. We listen to them

ALL the time in the car. I love that they are hearing great lessons.

Odyssey is great for any kid and adult. I'm always bringing up situations to my kids and talking

about how it was dealt with in the Odyssey characters. God is always the centre of the story.
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